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1- The French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs is delighted to take part in 

the International Research Portal for Records Related to Nazi-Era Cultural Property, created 

at the generous behest of the U.S. National Archives. It welcomes the fact that international 
cooperation will be further strengthened with the participation of all archival departments in 

this portal. This initiative will help advance the identification of looted assets and the victims 
of such looting.  

 

 
2- The French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs notes with respect to the 

looting of art works and objects of value in France between 1940 and 1944 that it maintains a 
sizeable archive in connection with such looting and the return of assets. These archives are 

open to all researchers (the families of the victims as well as attorneys, historians, museum 

curators and those involved in the art market). They may be consulted at the headquarters of the 
Ministry’s archives directorate (3, rue Suzanne Masson – 93126 La Courneuve), just north of 

Paris. 
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/ministere_817/archives-patrimoine_3512/index.html 
 

To facilitate the consultation of these archives and, at the same time, preserve them, 
the French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs is launching a project to digitize and 
catalog their contents. 

A feasibility study is currently under way to define the best way to carry out this 
project. It was entrusted to Van Dijk, a company that specializes in the archiving and 

computerization of documents. The results of this study will be available in June 2011 and all 
concerned parties will be notified of them so that they may examine the best way to 
implement its conclusions and recommendations.  

 
 

3- In line with President Jacques Chirac’s speech of July 16, 1995, on the 
responsibility of the French State in the persecution that took place under the Occupation, 
Prime Minister Alain Juppé tasked Jean Matteoli, in February 1997, with studying the 

conditions in which assets and property belonging to Jews residing in France were confiscated 
or, generally speaking, acquired by fraud, violence or theft, either by occupying forces or by 

the Vichy authorities between 1940 and 1944. This initiative led to the creation in September 
1999 of the “Commission d’indemnisation des victimes de spoliations intervenues du fait des 
législations antisémites pendant l’Occupation (CIVS).” Since then, the CIVS has processed 

nearly 26,000 applications, some of which include claims for cultural assets. 
 

 For additional information, consult the CIVS website: 
 

http://www.civs.gouv.fr/spip.php?rubrique4 
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4- With regard to museums in France: 

 
French museums have some 2,000 works (filed under “Musées nationaux 

Récupération” / “MNR”) recovered after WWII in Germany or areas that had been ruled by 
Germany, which it has not yet been possible to return to their legitimate owners or heirs. 
Since the early 2000s, the Culture and Communication Ministry has put online a database 

containing all available information to facilitate the location and identification of each of 
these works. This effort was accompanied by several exhibits and catalogs. The latest, “A qui 

appartenaient ces tableaux ?,” was presented at Paris’s Musée d’Art et d’Histoire du Judaïsme 
and in Jerusalem in 2008. 

 

To facilitate research, the Culture and Communication Ministry recently put online a 
new version of this database renamed “Site Rose-Valland,” whose address is: 

 
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/documentation/mnr/pres.htm 

 

Thus, reference documents for these works, such as the Répertoire des biens spoliés, 
historical introductions, the most important French legal documents and photographs 

(interactive and searchable) are now accessible. This section will be enhanced by other hard-
to-find archival documents and old publications. 

 

The Service des Musées de France, in partnership with the Institut National d’Histoire 
de l’Art (INHA), is about to conduct research on the art market in France between 1938 and 

1950, examining all sales catalogues with a view to creating a database. Financed by the 
Fondation pour la Mémoire de la Shoah, this effort will take place with the assistance of the 
Getty Research Institute, which has conducted similar research with other countries. 
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